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Abstract 
The methods for collecting travel data about travellers today incorporate either fully 

manual or semi-automatic elements, which makes the methods susceptible to errors. 

The travellers might respond subjectively rather than objectively or even wholly 

incorrect, albeit with or without purpose. For certain types of studies, these are still 

valid methods for collecting data. However, for specific target groups, it might be 

hard to respond using these methods, either because of physical or psychological 

limitations. 

One of these target groups that is increasing rapidly is elderly in general, and 

dementia patients in particular, who suffer from fluctuating cognitive skills and 

memory. These conditions affect the recipient’s ability to answer truthfully and 

correctly. However, in the strive to form more accessible urban environments, the 

information regarding the need and behaviour of the said target group is crucial, 

meaning that new methods for collecting travel data need to be created. 

The three papers included in this licentiate thesis present the development and trial 

of a new method for fully automated data collection using biometric data as a 

dimension. The method attempts to determine how the recipient is affected by the 

elements presented to them while they travel, such as the built environment, based 

on the variations in the biometric data dimension. 

With the rapid advancements in information and communication technology, many 

new artefacts which open for new possible methods of data collection has been 

launched and are widely available. The methods and artefacts are not capable of 

meeting the requirements for the type of data collection method that would be needed 

to cater to the target group by themselves. However, by combing several types of 

currently available artefacts and methods, it is theoretically possible to cover the gaps 

of each artefact and method to create versatile methods for data collection (Paper I). 

Such methods require tools for physical operationalisation. An exploratory 

development process has led to the creation of a software tool which could be used 

with several types of consumer hardware, which means that it would theoretically be 

possible to conduct extensive surveys fast with low costs where participants utilise 

their own hardware (Paper II). 

In order to uncover the usefulness of the tool, an analysis was conducted on a limited 

dataset which had been collected as a result of a trial of the tool. In an attempt to 

prove the hypothesis “it is possible to understand how much the dimensions of data 

collected in specific locations affect the stress of travellers using heart rate as the 

dependent variable”, data-driven methods of data analysis were explored and 

utilised. Simple clustering methods, which disregarded any weighting on the 
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dimensions, uncovered if there was any valuable information in the dataset at all. A 

model had to be created in order to understand better how the different dimensions 

of the collected data affected the participant (Paper III). 

This set of papers should indicate whether this type of method is feasible to pursue 

with the current means of widely available technology and what sort of significance 

the collected data might hold when analysed with appropriate analysis methods. 
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Sammanfattning 
Metoderna för att samla in resedata från dagens resenärer inkorporerar antingen helt 

manuella eller halvautomatiska element, vilket gör dessa metoder mottagliga för fel. 

Resenärerna kan svara subjektivt snarare än objektivet eller helt inkorrekt, antingen 

med eller utan avsikt. För vissa typer av studier så är dessa metoder fortfarande 

meningsfulla att använda för datainsamling. Men för särskilda målgrupper kan det 

vara svårt att svara på undersökningar som använder dessa metoder, antingen på 

grund av fysiologiska eller psykologiska begränsningar. 

En av dessa målgrupper, som är stadigt växande, är den äldre befolkningen generellt, 

men framförallt demenspatienter, som lider av sviktande kognitiva förmågor och 

minne. Dessa tillstånd påverkar den svarandes förmåga att svara sanningsenligt och 

korret. Men i strävan efter att skapa mer tillgängliga stadsmiljöer så är informationen 

angående behovet och beteendet hos den nämnda målgruppen av yttersta vikt, vilket 

innebär att nya metoder för att samla in resedata behöver skapas. 

De tre artiklar som har inkluderats i denna avhandling presenterar utvecklingen och 

försökstestandet av en ny metod för helt automatisk datainsamling med användandet 

av biometriska data som en dimension. Metoden försöker att avgöra hur den 

svarande blir påverkad av element de stöter på medan de reser, såsom det byggda 

samhället, baserat på variationer i den biometriska datadimensionen. 

Med de snabba framstegen inom informations- och kommunikationsteknik så har 

nya artefakter som öppnar för nya möjliga metoder av datainsamling lanserats och 

är allmänt tillgängliga. Dessa metoder och artefakter är inte kapabla till att möta de 

krav som ställs för den typ av datainsamlingsmetod som krävs för att kunna 

tillgodose målgruppen på egen hand. Men genom att kombinera flera typer av de nu 

tillgängliga artefakterna och metoderna så är det teoretiskt möjligt att täcka luckorna 

som finns i varje artefakt och metod för att skapa en mer mångsidig metod för 

datainsamling (Artikel I). 

Sådana metoder kräver verktyg för att fysiskt operationaliseras. En explorativ 

utvecklingsprocess har lett till skapandet av ett mjukvaruverktyg som skulle kunna 

användas med flera typer av konsumenttillgänglig hårdvara, vilket betyder att det 

skulle vara teoretiskt möjligt att genomföra stora undersökningar snabbt med låga 

kostnader där deltagarna använder sin egen hårdvara (Artikel II). 

För att förstå användbarheten av verktyget så gjordes en analys på ett begränsat data-

set som hade blivit insamlat som ett resultat av ett försökstestande av verktyget. I ett 

försök att bevisa hypotesen ”det är möjligt att förstå hur mycket dimensionerna av 

data som samlats in vid specifika platser påverkar stressen hos resenärer med hjälp 

av puls som den beroende variabeln” så utforskades och användes data-drivna 
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metoder av dataanalys. Enkla metoder, som inte la någon särskild vikt vid någon 

särskild dimension, användes för att visa om det fanns någon värdefull information 

i data-setet överhuvudtaget. En modell behövde skapas för att bättre förstå hur de 

olika dimensionerna av den insamlade datan påverkar deltagaren (Artikel III). 

Denna samling artiklar är tänkt att ge en indikation på om denna typ av metodik är 

rimlig att fortsätta utveckla givet de nu tillgängliga teknologierna och vilken sorts 

signifikans den insamlade datan kan innehålla när den har analyserats med lämpliga 

analysmetoder. 
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1 Introduction 
For the future development of urban areas and cities, planners can utilise information 

collected through different types of surveys in order to understand the behaviour and 

needs of travellers in that area (Axhausen et al., 2002). As we strive to create more 

accessible and equal cities, it is crucial to gain knowledge about target groups with 

special needs which might not be able to respond to traditional surveys. While doing 

so, methods for data collections will have to be created, which are also making it 

easier to conduct surveys for the general public as a side effect. In order to approach 

the task of creating methods for surveys for participants with special needs, 

subgroups of the general target group can be used to uncover components for the 

general method. One increasing subgroup of the target group is elderly travellers in 

the risk zone for age-induced cognitive diseases such as those related to dementia. 

The life expectancy of the inhabitants of Sweden has increased over the past years 

(SCB, 2019), and with that comes an increased risk for inhabitants to contract age-

induced cognitive diseases, such as dementia. In 2015 there were over 46 million 

people, worldwide, who had dementia, and that number is expected to increase to 

131.5 million by 2050 (Prince et al., 2015). In Sweden alone, the percentage of 

inhabitants having past the retirement age of 65 and entered the risk zone for such 

diseases and conditions is predicted to increase from 20 to 25 in the coming 40 years 

(SCB, 2017). In order to accommodate this growing group of people in the future 

society, we need to understand not only their travel behaviour but also their general 

needs and choices, as well as uncover the progression of these diseases to be better 

able to accommodate for them in society. 

There are critical conditions that might occur for people who have dementia-related 

diseases, were the significant risk for themselves and those around them is a state 

called “elopement” (also referred to as “wandering”) (Bowen et al., 2011; Pai and 

Lee, 2016; Wick and Zanni, 2006). Elopement could be explained as a condition 

where the active conciousness of the person disappears, and a passive “auto-pilot” 

takes over. Elopers often wander off and might hurt themselves or cause damage to 

others by imposing risk if they traverse into the road or oncoming traffic (Christensen 

et al., 2009; Man-Son-Hing et al., 2007). 

It is still hard to notice when these conditions are about to occur, and little is known 

about any possible triggering factors (Chung and Lai, 2011). To limit elopement, 

strategies such as institutionalisation and locked-door policies, are incorporated 

(Armstrong, 2000; Hope et al., 1998), with adverse side effects, including isolation 

and worsening of symptoms. Once a person has stopped mobilising themselves, it 

might be hard to motivate them to do so again, even though it would improve their 
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quality of life by introducing a form of physical exercise that can be stress relieving 

(Cohen-Mansfield et al., 1991; Coltharp et al., 1996). 

By understanding what factors are negatively affecting the target group, it might be 

possible to counteract the critical conditions from occurring. This could be done in 

many ways, by (for example) conducting surveys focusing on the target groups 

biometric data and if there are types of health-related factors that might cause these 

issues to occur, or by looking into the built environment to uncover any possible 

static factors that might affect the target group. By making the built environment 

more accessible for the specific target group, one might also make it more accessible 

for other target groups in the process, as a less cognitively intrusive built 

environment has a similar lowered effect on most people, which makes it an 

attractive solution. In order to find these troublesome areas, one would need to 

collect position data in combination with information regarding the temporary health 

data of the participant. Travel surveys could function as a way of collecting position 

data but needs to be refined to cater to the target group, while methods for collecting 

the health data still need to be explored. 

However, traditional travel surveys, which are using pen and paper (Axhausen et al., 

2002), might be hard to use for the target group as they might have issues recalling 

their past travels. Instead, there are many other ways to collect position today which 

might utilise cellular data to triangulate positions or GPS data, among many other 

solutions (Becker et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2016; Prelipcean et al., 2018; Yang and 

Gidófalvi, 2017). Among these solutions are automated travel diaries such as MEILI 

and TravelVU (“MEILI - travel diary,” 2017, “TRavelVU,” 2016). However, they 

require post-collection annotation of the data in order to function correctly, which 

again might be troublesome for the target group, if not done very carefully 

(Kurniawan and Zaphiris, 2005). 

To account for this, IoT sensors could be implemented in order to use implicit 

Human-Computer Interaction (i-HCI) to let the automated travel diary communicate 

with its surroundings to automatically validate the data collected (Schmidt, 2000; 

Xin-Yu Lin et al., 2015). The same method could be designed to collect health 

information in the form of biometric data that can give us indications of what the 

participant is experiencing (Jerčić et al., 2018). 

This thesis outlines the creation of a framework to collect biometric and position 

data in order to uncover biometric effects of the built environment in an attempt to 

uncover areas that are affecting target groups, such as dementia patients, negatively. 

Section 2 will present the state of the art of technology for collecting relevant data, 

followed by a description of objectives found in section 3.  Section 4 will present a 

description of how technologies and methods presented in section 2 entwine to create 

the new methodological framework “MERGEN” (Multi-purpose biometric 
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Evaluation Research tool Grounded in Emerging Network technologies”) which is 

meant to fulfil the objectives presented in section 3. The result of this work will be 

described in section 5, where each paper is accounted for and how they have 

contributed to the overall conclusion of this paper. Section 6 will cover a discussion 

on the findings of the papers, and the thesis is concluded in section 7. 

2 Background 
The present section aims to describe the current state of automated travel diaries, the 

technology that can be used for additional data collection, design methods that are 

currently being utilised to accommodate for the needs of the target group as well as 

methods for incentivising behavioural change. The background for the methods used 

for the data analysis is also presented in this section. 

2.1 Automated travel diaries 
Travel diaries are being used to collect and uncover the needs and choices of 

travellers. By understanding the patterns, locations and choices of a traveller, 

planners can make informed, strategic planning decisions based on current and 

possible future needs (Axhausen et al., 2002). However, as traditional travel diaries 

depend on retrospective data collection, the human factor may cause errors as 

participants might forget or confuse their past travels when submitting them to the 

diary. As a step in a direction for eliminating the human factor, automated travel 

diaries are being developed and trialled in order to collect more reliable data 

(“MEILI - travel diary,” 2017, “TRavelVU,” 2016; Prelipcean et al., 2018, 2014). 

They generally rely on the built-in positioning technology of the current generation’s 

smartphones. However, as the accuracy of the data relies on the specific hardware of 

the smartphone being used by a participant (von Watzdorf and Michahelles, 2010) it 

is important to annotate the data retrospectively in order to validate it (Prelipcean et 

al., 2018). By doing so, it is possible to allow machine learning algorithms to predict 

the activities of the participants (Liu et al., 2013) or correct patterns by itself 

(Prelipcean et al., 2018). 

The work of Prelipcean, Gidófalvi and Susilo (2018) has explored the possibilities 

of the analytical models for automated travel diaries through a process in which a 

new open-source automated travel diary was created and trialled. Through extensive 

testing, it became evident that it is not only possible to detect and predict travel 

behaviour and needs from the data, but also to extract activities using the built-in 

sensors of the device used for data collection. However, the data had to be annotated 

and validated, as the model relied on machine learning algorithms which find 

patterns in previously collected and annotated data. This makes the research gap for 

automated travel diaries quite evident, in the sense that in order to create fully 

automatic travel diaries, one must either have a large quantity of annotated data to 
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train one’s machine learning algorithm with, or each participant needs to annotate 

and/or validate their collected data, either in order to correct misread data, which 

otherwise could be corrected by the algorithm, but also to teach the algorithm about 

the activities. 

The findings described in the previous paragraph proves that the possibilities for 

creating a travel data collection tool which interprets actions of the participant are 

likely reality in the near future. However, the analytical models still require the 

participant to validate and annotate their own data retroactively. This retroactive 

validation might not be suitable for the intended target group for the work in this 

thesis but proves that there is a rather small gap to fill in order to create a more 

implicitly interactable tool for collecting travel data including contextual information 

entirely automatically. In order to fill the gap, there needs to be a solution for 

automatically annotating and validating the collected data. Such solutions could 

perhaps be found through the use of additional hardware or other design methods, 

which will be described in sections 2.2 and 2.3.  

Additionally, in order to better understand how travellers perceive their trips, as is 

done in manual travel surveys (Axhausen et al., 2002), a method for collecting the 

perception of a participant also needs to be introduced in order to create a fully 

automated travel diary. The previously mentioned automated travel diaries have no 

form of collecting such information, but the value that can be gained by 

understanding not only the actions of a participant but also their perceptions, can 

help urban and transport planners even further in understanding the implications of 

their planning decisions on the visitors of an area. However, in order to collect such 

information, other types of data collections might need to be explored and will be 

described in section 2.4. 

2.2 Current hardware and the Internet of Things 
The state of current hardware being used in communication devices such as 

smartphones, smartwatches and computers allow for ad hoc communication without 

any interaction from humans. The interconnection of devices, communicating 

through wireless means, is called the Internet of Things (IoT) and allows for devices 

to send and receive data. The devices can be active (sending and receiving 

information) or passive (providing information) and are connected to the internet or 

not (Zhou et al., 2012). There are many application areas for IoT. One of the 

applications is to utilize other hardware, such as that built into vehicles, which can 

then connect to these communicative devices to communicate in order to, for 

example, send alerts to other vehicles in case of danger (Volvo et al., 2017), to send 

feedback to manufacturers or repair shops (Bode et al., 2016) or just to detect and 

predict faulty equipment in a vehicle or system (Byttner et al., 2011; Nowaczyk et 

al., 2012; Prytz et al., 2011) among other things. It is also possible to utilise IoT for 
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indoor positioning (Alirezaie et al., 2017; Alletto et al., 2016; Xin-Yu Lin et al., 

2015) and possibly to measure the density of passengers in public transport (Shetty 

et al., 2015). However, most importantly, for the application area of this work, it can 

be used to collect contextual specific data (Radhakrishnan et al., 2016). 

The work of Lin et al. (2015) has explored the possibility to create a Bluetooth 

beacon-based positioning algorithm, which makes it possible to detect where a 

person is located solely based on their mobile device connecting to IoT-devices. The 

algorithm they provided had an error prediction of a subarea within 5 meters, which 

means that it would be possible to use their algorithm to approximately locate a 

person within 5 meters from their actual position. However, this type of algorithm is 

solely based on the interconnection between digital devices, meaning that if a 

participant of a study went outside the grid of these devices, they would no longer 

be able to record their position. As with most IoT-devices, Bluetooth-based beacons 

can contain contextual metadata, such as the location of themselves. This means that 

this type of implementation of IoT-devices might be possible to cover the gap found 

in 2.1, where, by connecting the mobile device to physical beacons in the 

environment, it is possible to automatically annotate and validate the data with an 

accuracy of 5 meters. 

Furthermore, the work of Radhakrishnan et al. (2016) has revolved around using 

IoT-devices, especially wearables, to collect information regarding the activities of 

a participant when traversing a grocery store. The similarities between grocery 

shopping and travelling might seem rare, but the interesting finding of their work is 

not the application, but rather the use of interconnecting sensors that together are 

predicting the actions of the participant. It has been proven that given the technology 

available in 2016 it is possible to create a somewhat reliable algorithm which can 

easily detect simple actions and in the majority of the cases detect more advanced 

actions. Based on this information, it seems reasonable to pursue the utilisation of 

networks of sensors to augment the collected data in automated travel diaries to 

predict the actions of the participants better, as described in 2.1. 

This proves the fact that it is possible to create a network of passive sensors which 

contain contextual information which can be called by a mobile device at any given 

time. In order to get more reliable data, it would be suitable to utilise such methods 

to gain contextual information about the current situation of the user. If the person is 

located at a bus, and the bus has a passive sensor which has the contextual 

information that describes the fact that it is a bus, then it would be possible for the 

prediction model to collect that information and use it as both validation and 

annotation without any interference from the human carrying the device, thus 

removing the human factor. However, in order to create reliable algorithms and 

systems that work well for automated software, one has to regard the interaction 
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between the participant of a study and the devices explained above. Such interaction 

design methods will be described in 2.3. 

2.3 Design methods 
More than 65% of the inhabitants between the age of 65-74 and more than 30% of 

the inhabitants between 75-85 in Sweden are using the internet every day (SCB, 

2018). However, in order to accommodate for accessibility, the websites, just as the 

built environment, needs to be evaluated and designed in a certain way. There has 

been extensive work put into evaluating and proposing guidelines for interactive 

design (Kurniawan and Zaphiris, 2005), but these guidelines are useful on larger 

screens such as laptops and tablet. When working with IoT devices such as those 

described in section 2.2, screens might be much smaller and might require other ways 

of interaction such as i-HCI (Schmidt, 2000; Xin-Yu Lin et al., 2015), where the user 

of a device will not have to diverge from their regular routines in order to interact 

with the software, as the software itself will communicate with devices around it and 

function by itself without additional input. 

In the examples provided in 2.2, the usage of i-HCI is quite prominent, as the devices 

are directly communicating with the passive sensors without any interference from 

the user. In the same way, it is possible to extract information about the actions of a 

user based on their movement, as described in 2.1, which is also a form of i-HCI. 

There are many other ways of designing a software to be interacted with implicitly 

and as both the work of Schmidt (2000) and Alirezaie et al. (2017) shows, it is rather 

easy to create such systems, but much testing needs to be done before one can 

determine the severity or intensity of events and actions occurring. This gives the 

impression that the technology might not be ready to be completely implicit, but 

rather that findings from data collections using i-HCI should be considered to be 

exploratory, giving indicative results rather than absolute. 

However, the exploratory work of Schmidt (2000) was based on very crude 

equipment, such as microphones which were located close to each other. The work 

mainly focused on getting indications of the actions of a person based on said 

equipment. But as the equipment could have real-world interference, that might be 

the reason as to why they concluded that such studies should be considered as 

exploratory with indicative results. Alirezaie et al. (2017) had a similar issue in the 

sense that most of their readings where based on stationary sensors located 

throughout a home, meaning that the sensors were not personal, but instead 

monitored all activity in their location. This shows that there is a research gap in 

using i-HCI, which, for the purpose of this thesis work, is specifically filled by the 

findings of such work as Radhakrishnan et al. (2016) described in 2.2. By 

implementing the design method of i-HCI with IoT-sensors it should be possible to 

make a more implicitly interactable fully automated travel diary. In the same way, it 
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might be possible to collect the additional perception information with the same sort 

of method, but with other hardware, which will be described in 2.4 and 2.5. The 

reason as to why i-HCI would be suitable for collecting perception data is that it is 

less intrusive than other methods of data collection. 

2.4 Collecting Biometric Data 
By using sensor data, it can be possible to gather physical information in order to 

understand the psychological implications. A good example is EEG devices which 

measure brain activity with which one can try to map certain brain activity patterns 

to specific brain processes (Busch et al., 2009; Hosseini and Khalilzadeh, 2010; 

Jovanov et al., 2001). However, there are many other factors and activities that could 

be beneficial to measure using physical data collection. Such data collection is from 

here on referenced as biometric data collection. For the sake of this thesis, the main 

interest has been put into the cognitive load which can be derived using several 

sensors. Some researchers claim that by using heart rate to measure the arousal level 

of a person, one can determine their cognitive load by using the pupil dilation for 

confirmation (Jerčić et al., 2018). However, the field is still under constant 

development, and many researchers try to tie the cognitive load to stress-related 

factors (Hosseini and Khalilzadeh, 2010; Lee et al., 2004; Setz et al., 2010; Sharma 

and Gedeon, 2013; Wijsman et al., 2013). 

The work of Jercic et al. (2018) has revolved around collecting data from multiple 

sensors, much like how Radhakrishnan et al. (2016) did with the IoT-device, in order 

to use specific data sources to confirm predictions based on data from other data 

sources. By collecting the heart rate of a person you can get the arousal of that 

participant at the given moment, however, as Jercic shows, if one would want to gain 

more knowledge regarding the participant one would have to use a second data 

source, such as pupil dilation, to confirm for example cognitive load. What is evident 

in this work is that heart rate can be used as an indication to show how a person is 

affected by different factors, and it is easily obtainable, as will be described in section 

2.5. To fill the gap of gaining additional information regarding the perception of a 

participant, as described in 2.1, heart rate collection might be the first step towards 

uncovering how participants are affected while travelling. 

The findings from the work described in this section prove that methods for deriving 

biometric data through the use of simple sensors have become more reliable and 

available. Such design methods as those described in 2.3 could benefit from this type 

of methodology as it would be possible to gather psychological information using 

biometric data and no additional active input from the participant. Tools for 

collecting such data will be described in section 2.5 
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2.5 Consumer health products of today 
With recent advancements in consumer-grade mobile technologies, wearable 

devices are becoming widely available. Many of the devices are useful for research 

as they often contain sensors for collecting information regarding position, activity 

and biometric data. Both large companies such as Apple and Google have their own 

operating systems for such devices (Apple Inc, 2019; Google LLC, 2019) and other 

companies make their own products that connect to other mobile devices such as 

phones (Fitbit, 2019; Garmin Ltd., 2019). Many of the products utilising the software 

that these companies produce have PPG (Healthy Doc, 2018) or ECG (American 

Heart Association, 2015) sensors which are capable of collecting biometric data such 

as heart rate and even blood pressure. However, as the calibration and reliability of 

the device's readings can be a bit varying (Benedetto et al., 2018; Wallen et al., 2016) 

most software only displays the heart rate. 

The work of both Benedetto et al. (2018) and Wallen et al. (2016) has revolved 

around measuring how well such consumer products function for collecting 

biometric data such as heart rate. By doing extensive surveys they could conclude 

that the absolute values of such devices were not to be trusted, as they could 

underestimate the heart rate with 30 bpm (Benedetto et al., 2018).  However, for the 

sake of the research gap found in 2.1 and to contribute to the collection of biometric 

data as described in 2.4, the absolute values are not a necessity, as the deviations in 

heart rate are what is the required information to gain an indication of the implication 

of certain factors.  

2.6 Summary of background 
The five components described in the previous subsections fit together to create the 

foundation for the design of the new methodological framework and tool MERGEN. 

The four main concepts’ strengths and gaps are displayed in Table 1. By combining 

the strengths of automated travel diaries and filling their gap of automated validation 

and annotation with the use of IoT-devices and i-HCI methods, the main issue with 

said type of travel diaries has been solved. With the addition of activity data collected 

through IoT-devices it would also be possible to get a more extensive collection of 

actions that might relate to more than just travel modes. The utilisation of biometric 

data could augment the collected data with information regarding how the participant 

is perceiving, and in turn is being affected by, the surrounding environments. 

MERGEN would then have the possibility to automatically collect and validate 

travel data augmented with information about the participants' current activity and 

the effect of the surroundings on their perception. In the following section 3, the 

process of exploring more specifically how these combinations of technologies and 

methods would work in reality will be described. 
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Table 1 - A description of the strengths and gaps of each technology and method 
described in the background 

3 Objectives 
Based on the introduction and the background we have seen that there is a gap for a 

new type of data collection framework to be designed and operationalised in order 

to gain more reliable and rich information about the travellers. With the knowledge 

gained from the literature review, it has been proven that the possibilities for creating 

such a framework are theoretically possible due to recent technological 

advancements and proof of the utilisation of biometric data as the measurement for 

our intended purpose (Jerčić et al., 2018). The task of designing and implementing 

such a framework requires cross-disciplinary knowledge and collaborations.  

The objective for this research project, in general, is to uncover the possibilities of 

creating a framework for augmenting automated travel diaries with additional data 

sources which could uncover more information as well as validate the collected data. 

This means that the research project has had a rather exploratory approach in finding 

methods for collecting the appropriate data and the appropriate methods for 

analysing said data. 

 Automated 

Travel Diaries 
IoT-Devices i-HCI 

Biometric 

Data 

Strength Can collect 

temporal and 

spatial data as 

long as it can 

connect to 

geopositioning 

data sources 

such as 

satellites 

Can 

communicate, 

validate and 

annotate 

information 

with high 

accuracy 

between devices 

as well as 

communicate 

contextual 

information 

Requires no 

input from the 

participant, 

creating an 

automatic and 

less intrusive 

tool 

Indicates 

effect from 

perception 

on the 

participant 

by 

collecting 

biometric 

information 

through 

physical 

sensors 

Gaps Requires 

manual data 

validation and 

annotation to 

function and 

has no 

additional 

contextual or 

biometric 

information 

Requires 

preparatory 

implementation 

in the built 

environment 

Requires 

communication 

between 

devices to 

function fully 

automatically 

Can only 

give vague 

predictions 

without 

cross-

validation 

of data 
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Ranging from the requirement specifications found in psychophysiological and 

geriatric research, through the engineering-based development of a tool 

implementing features that correspond to the requirements, to the statistical data 

analysis utilising machine learning methods, the following research questions have 

been divided among three papers. The three papers aim to depict a step by step 

process which will further be described in section 5. 

RQ1) Is it possible to create a tool to collect travel data from patients who have 

dementia? (Paper I); 

With RQ1, the aim is to explore the possibilities to cover the gap of automated travel 

diaries that need manual validation and interaction through the use of IoT-devices 

and i-HCI design methods. 

RQ2) If such a tool could be created, would it be possible to collect contextual data 

based on biometric data to uncover effects of external factors on the user? (Paper I); 

With RQ2, the aim is to explore the possibilities to cover the gap of automated travel 

diaries that do not collect any additional information to the spatial and temporal data. 

The aim is to explore how biometric data could play a role in collecting richer 

datasets for analysis of travellers’ needs and behaviours as well as possible effects 

from situations and locations based on said data. 

RQ3) What would a framework for such data collection look like? (Paper I); 

With RQ3, the aim is to explore the theoretical design of such a framework, detailing 

which components should communicate with which and what benefits such 

configurations would give. 

RQ4) Would such a framework be possible to be implemented as a tool and be 

trialled in reality given currently available technologies? (Paper II); 

With RQ4, the aim is to explore how well the theoretical framework could be 

implemented in a real-life scenario. Focusing on the collection of additional data, the 

aim is to explore specifically how biometric data could be collected using i-HCI 

design methods and devices supporting the collection of biometric data. 

RQ5) Which methods are suitable for analysing the data collected through the 

framework? (Paper III);  

With RQ5, the aim is to explore or create methods that incorporate the additional 

information added with the biometric data to conduct richer data analysis, taking the 

perception of the participant into consideration. 
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RQ6) How much does the collected data factors contribute to the changes in heart 

rate? (Paper III); 

With RQ6, the aim is to uncover how the possibilities to use the additional 

dimensions added to the data collection is affecting the overall analysis of the 

participant’s perception of their surroundings. 

RQ7) What does the analysed data implicate for urban planning in general? (Paper 

III). 

With RQ7, the aim is to answer how the additional information that has been added 

to the data collection provides an extra layer of information for urban and transport 

planners, and how, as well as why, that information can be useful. 

This thesis aims to answer all the research questions stated above. However, as the 

questions require large datasets to be collected in order to give significant results, 

the aim of the research project has been to find indications on whether or not this 

field is beneficial to pursue in this point in time or if it needs to await the availability 

of more matured iterations of the technologies presented in the literature review. 

In order to answer the questions above, a three-step process was developed, which 

spans the three papers included in this thesis, which can be seen in Figure 1. The first 

step was to scour databases to find articles on related research in order to find and 

understand what has been done and where the research gaps are. This first review 

led to the creation of the first paper which became a literature review answering 

RQ1-3. The finding of the first paper was a theoretical framework which could be 

used to collect data about how participants are travelling and how they are affected 

by their surroundings while doing so. This framework was then implemented in the 

second step into a software tool in order to explore the actual real-world possibilities. 

The development of the software tool led to the creation of the second paper which 

aimed to answer RQ4. Since the tool showed promising results, analysis had to be 

made in order to understand better what the data collected could imply. So, for the 

third step, which would answer RQ5-7, an exploratory analysis was made in order 

to find a model that could explain how different dimensions of the collected data is 

contributing the collected biometric data, which in turn would indicate which and 

how factors are affecting the traveller. Based on the findings of the exploratory 

analysis, the tool’s usability was then evaluated. 

 
Figure 1 - The three steps to answering the research questions 
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4 Framework, Tool, Data Collection and 

Analysis 
The present section aims to describe the framework that was created, the tool 

MERGEN which was developed to perform the actions specified in the framework 

as well as the analysis method and model created to extract the relevant information. 

4.1 Framework  
By combining automated travel diaries with IoT devices and i-HCI, a framework 

was developed for an automatically validated travel diary for the elderly suffering 

from diseases related to dementia. By utilising previously proven techniques of 

collecting and then validating data to train machine learning algorithms (Prelipcean 

et al., 2018), the human factor was removed by instead creating an automatic 

validation consisting of networks of IoT compatible devices (from hereon called 

“sensors”). This means that instead of having the user validate the data post-

collection, fixed or mobile sensors would connect to the primary host device (the 

device that is running the automated travel diary) and provide it with all necessary 

contextual information (Radhakrishnan et al., 2016). By ensuring reliability in the 

connection between these sensors and devices, human validation can be removed 

entirely. Missing/damaged data can be inferred/corrected through the use of machine 

learning algorithms. 

By adding sensors that can collect additional data, such as heart rate and pulse, it 

should be possible to collect information regarding the correlation between locations 

and how they affect the user. The framework combines three components which are 

1) the automated travel diary, which is an already existing solution, 2) the automatic 

validation, which builds on the findings described in section 2.2 and 2.3 and 3) the 

collection of additional data, which builds on the findings in 2.3, 2.5 and 2.6. 
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Figure 2 - The framework of the proposed collection tool 

4.2 Tool 
The tool used was developed through an iterative process where the main focus lied 

on implementing parts of the automated travel diary in conjunction with the sensors 

collecting biometric data, in order to analyse and uncover the potential effect of the 

built environment on the user. The tool was built on a wearable device in the form 

of the Huawei Watch 2, which is a smartwatch that is running the operating system 

Wear OS. The reason as to why this hardware was chosen was because it had many 

connectivity possibilities as well as many built-in sensors. 

Table 2 - System specification of the Smartwatch 
Specifications Descriptions 

Operating System Wear OS 2 

Sensors 
PPG, GPS + Glonass, 6-axis A+G Sensor, 3-axis Compass,  

Barometer, Capacitive Sensor, Light Sensor 

Communication 4G LTE, BLE, NFC (RFID), UMTS, TD-SCDMA, GSM 

Screen 1,2-inch Circular AMOLED with 326 PPI 

Battery 410 mAh 
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After trialling several iterations of the software, while developing, the final version 

for this work collected timestamped position, biometric, gyro as well as 

accelerometer data. The relatively small battery capacity lead to shorter trial 

possibilities, clocking in at a battery life of four hours when all sensors collected data 

but nine hours when only collecting timestamped position and biometric data. 

The final version of the tool became a smartwatch application for the Wear OS 

system, which utilised built-in functions, such as “ambient mode” that should help 

with the battery life and help with a burn-in reduction on the screen. The application 

works fully implicitly. The user turns on the application, which then starts collecting 

data as soon as everything is booted up. It then packages and stores all the data on 

the internal memory of the smartwatch. The sample rate was set so the watch would 

collect a data entry once per minute.  

 
Figure 3 - Visualization of data collected with the tool 

4.3 Data Collection 
The data collected through the tool was stored as comma-separated text files on the 

internal memory of the smartwatches. As the watches by default are not connected 

to any other communication devices or the internet, it is rather hard for a hacker to 

access said files of data. The data itself contains no unique identifiers that could give 

the user away, thus rendering the data anonymous. The data is transferred to a folder 

located in Microsoft OneDrive at semi-random intervals, to prevent running out of 

storage in the internal memory of the smartwatch. 

Over the course of three months, data were collected from five participants. 

However, for various reasons, the collected data from four of the participants were 

not as coherent and complete as that of the fifth person. For the analysis, only the 

dataset of the fifth person was used as it would correlate the most with the typical 

data that would be collected with the tool in regular research usage.  
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Once collected and transferred, the data was visualised on a map using QGIS in order 

to spot defective data samples. K-means clustering was used in order to cluster the 

data to find points of interests where the biometric data deviated from the regular 

pattern. There are some limitations connected to using K-means clustering in the 

sense that the position data might interfere with the clustering, which should be 

weighed more on the biometric data. This led to the data set being split up into 

separate regions in order not to get clusters centred solely on position. The region 

that was used for the analysis was the one with the most data points collected, which 

was Sweden.  

4.4 Analysis 
To analyse the data, K-means clustering and Density-Based Spatial Clustering of 

Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) were used in order to get a better understanding 

of how heart rate data was grouped around specific locations. The findings of this 

led to the realisation that a model could and should be created in order to understand 

better which and how factors affected the heart rate. The Personal Biometric model 

(PB-model) was created and utilised the collected information as well as derived 

variables. 

Table 3 - The variables for the model 
Input Derived Variables Variable Names 

PPG (Heart Rate) Sensor Heart rate (linear) NormHR 

GPS/GLONASS 

Speed (linear) 

Points of Interest (categorical) 

Elevation (linear) 

Speed 

POIi 

Elevation 

Time 
Type of day (categorical) 

Time of day (categorical) 

D 

Tj 

Accelerometer data 

Movement in X axis (linear) 

Movement in Y axis (linear) 

Movement in Z axis (linear) 

AX 

AY 

AZ 

 

The Personal Biometric model used: 

𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝐻𝑅 = 𝐶 + (𝛼1𝑆𝑉1 + 𝛼2𝑆𝑉2 + 𝛼3𝑆𝑉3 + 𝛼4𝑆𝑉4 + 𝛼5𝑆𝑉5)𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 + 𝛽1𝐴𝑋 + 𝛽2𝐴𝑌 + 𝛽3𝐴𝑍

+ 𝛾𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝜁1𝑃𝑂𝐼1 + 𝜁2𝑃𝑂𝐼2 + 𝜂𝐷 + 𝜃1𝑇1 + 𝜃2𝑇2 

 

(eq.1) 
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The speed had six different coefficients depending on the type of movement. The 

person was deemed to be stationary between 0-1 km/h, the coefficient for this would 

be 0, so this coefficient would not be part of the model. The person was deemed to 

be walking (SV1) if the recorded speed was 1-5 km/h, brisk walking (SV2) if the speed 

was 5-10 km/h, running (SV3) if the speed was 10-15 km/h, running really fast 

(athletic) (SV4) if the speed was 10-20 km/h, and anything faster than 20 km/h was 

deemed to be caused by the use of a vehicle (SV5). 

5 Contributions of this thesis 
To answer the research questions found in section 3, three papers were written. Each 

paper corresponds to a subset of the research questions, and there were interesting 

results found in each paper. A short description of each paper and a summary of the 

results of each paper is found in the following subsections. 

5.1 Results of Paper I 
Technological advancements have led to the creation of new methods and tools for 

the collection of data, such as automated travel diaries. Many of these advancements 

have both strengths and weaknesses, which creates gaps for their usability. With the 

increased production of Internet of Things devices comes the possibility to 

incorporate these to strengthen the weaknesses of previously available technologies. 

However, in order to see the possibilities of using and combining said technologies, 

these need to be declared and compared.  

Paper I explored the technological possibilities for data collection that has been made 

available over the past years due to the advancements presented in the previous 

paragraph. It contained a comparison where the strengths and weaknesses of 

hardware and design solutions were pitted against each other to see how the strengths 

of individual solutions could cover the gaps of other solutions. The findings from 

these comparisons together with an in-depth look at user interface requirements for 

elderly users led to the creation of a framework which aimed to solve the issue of 

collecting and validating positioning data as well as collecting additional metadata 

such as biometric data. The main finding of this paper was that it is theoretically 

possible to create a tool based on the framework to collect data relating to travel 

behaviour and needs, more automatically than before, and with the added 

enhancements found in using biometric data. It answered the research questions as 

follows: 

RQ1) It is theoretically possible to create a tool more suitable for collecting travel 

data from dementia patients.  
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RQ2) The variety of sensor technologies available today and the use cases for them 

shows that it is possible to use them to collect biometric data and certain external 

factors (albeit limited depending on the hardware). 

RQ3) One main framework for collecting biometric data and automatically 

validating the collected spatial data was developed with several application-based 

variations presented. The framework consists of two parts, one part that is collecting 

spatial data and validating it while also collecting contextual data and the other part 

that is collecting psychophysiological biometric data which can be used to derive the 

effects of a variety of factors on the person's psychological wellbeing. 

Paper I contributes to the work of the thesis by creating a framework, which can be 

seen in Figure 2, for creation of a new type of automated travel diary where automatic 

validation as well as added biometric information have a central part. Based upon 

this framework, many types of applied solutions for collecting and validating travel 

data can be implemented through the process of software development using 

currently available technologies. The following paper, Paper II, covers the 

implementation of the framework for a travel diary where the biometric information 

has a an essential role. 

5.2 Results of Paper II 
The framework presented in Paper I consisted of two parts. The first part, revolving 

around spatial data validation and metadata collection, had been proven useful using 

consumer-grade mobile technologies in earlier use cases (Radhakrishnan et al., 2016; 

Xin-Yu Lin et al., 2015). The second part, however, had mainly been tested with use 

case dependent hardware that was either custom-built for some instances, expensive 

or cumbersome for the participant to wear (Janetis and Pasanen, 2009). In order for 

the data collection to be less intrusive, a simple consumer-grade hardware device, 

such as a smartwatch, was decided to be suitable for the intended target group.  

Paper II explored the possibilities to implement the framework with the given device. 

The paper aimed to test the limitations of the hardware, as well as explore the 

possibilities of an operating system widely available among similar hardware. The 

finding from this exploratory design and implementation process was a tool that can 

be used to collect spatial and biometric data. However, no more in-depth analysis 

was done to show the level of usefulness of the tool, which had to be explored in 

Paper III, but Paper II answered the following research question: 

RQ4) It was possible to implement and run the framework using consumer-grade 

technologies. However, the small battery led to collections that could be run for nine 

hours at most. The nature of the smartwatch is that other software should be able to 

run on it as well, which further limited the battery life. Before spending more time 
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optimising the script for the data collection, further analysis of the data should be 

conducted in order to prove its usefulness, which will be explored in Paper III. 

Paper II contributes to the work of the thesis by implementing the framework created 

in Paper I through an iterative development process. During the process, it became 

evident what possibilities and limitations that exist in current consumer-grade 

hardware. The result of the work presented in Paper II led to the creation of a tool 

that can be used to collect biometric information in order to enrich the outcomes of 

automated travel diaries. However, further analysis of data collected using the tool 

needs to be performed in order to assess the value of the additional biometric data 

stream. The following paper, Paper III, covers the collection and analysis of data, 

using the tool in order to get a better understanding for its performance. 

5.3 Results of Paper III 
With the tool developed and presented in Paper II, a data collection trial was run with 

a small set of participants. The collection was performed for three months and out of 

five participants, only one participant’s data set was coherent enough to be used for 

exploring the analysis methods. However, the analysis was meant to prove whether 

or not the tool created from the framework would contribute to any new data and 

findings that were previously not available using the current standards. 

Paper III explored the possibility to create a model for analysing the impact each of 

the dimension of collected data had on the recorded heart rate. Using machine 

learning methods, a model was developed to uncover when a person is affected by 

external factors, and when there are solely internal factors determining the heart rate.  

The paper answered the following research questions: 

RQ5) In order to analyse the data, a model had to be created. In order to find points 

of interest, frequently visited areas could be found by using DBSCAN. 

RQ6) Each variable in the PB-model has a coefficient which was determined using 

multivariate regression. The aim of this model is not to predict, but rather to explain 

how each independent factor is affecting the dependent heart rate. 

RQ7) Urban planners can use the tool, or similar tools, with the model in order to 

understand if the specific locations are affecting the participants in a study. With this 

information, it would be possible to measure how changes to the built environment 

are affecting frequent visitors and therefore evaluate whether or not the change was 

positive for the wellbeing of its visitors. 

Paper III contributes to the work of this thesis by utilising the tool created in Paper 

II, which was based on the framework created in Paper I. By utilising the tool to 

collect travel data, it was possible to create an analysis model, called the PB-model, 
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which contributes by analysing and estimating how much different factors are 

contributing to the current condition of a participant. A larger amount of data is 

needed in order to better assess the value of this type of data collection using 

biometric information over the conventional automated travel diaries available 

today, however, it is evident that there is valuable information enclosed in the 

additional data streams added through the tool developed in this work. 

6 Discussion 
This section aims to address how the three papers interact with each other and what 

the different findings of the papers are concluding and contributing with to the 

research area. The findings from the three papers included in this thesis form a 

somewhat linear path, where the first paper creates a theoretical framework that is 

then developed into a software tool in the second paper which is tested and then 

analysed in the third paper. 

The literature review of the first paper made it evident that current methods for 

automated travel diaries could be improved as there is an extensive research gap 

where the automated travel diaries still rely on manual validation and annotation. 

This gap could create issues when collecting data as participants might not answer 

truthfully at all times. The reasons for the misleading answers could either be because 

of mistakes when using the software for annotating and validating data or just 

because the participant did not remember how it was in reality. These misleading 

answers can, of course, affect any study done with such a tool if the amount of errors 

becomes large enough. In order to address this issue, the first paper proposes a 

framework for collecting and automatically validating and annotating data using 

sensors implemented in the built environment. Not only would it increase the 

confidence in the readings of said type of data collections, but it would also be 

possible to gain information that was previously not available, such as metadata and 

contextual information.  

There is also a problem in the richness of data collected with automated travel diaries 

as they mostly give spatial and temporal information. In order to better understand 

travellers, it would be beneficial to have dimensions of data relating to the perception 

of the traveller. Within the literature review of the first paper, it was evident that 

there are possibilities to collect biometric data, which could be derived to interpret 

the perception of travellers, with simple means. The addition of biometric data would 

not change the format of the data collection as it would be possible to collect the data 

entirely automatically with the current technologies. 

By combining the findings in the first paper, a framework was created for how a 

fully automated travel diary with automatic validation and annotation as well as 

added contextual and biometric information could work. In the second paper, this 
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framework was implemented into a software tool based on a smartwatch platform. 

This tool was then trialled, and it showed that it seemed like a feasible idea to collect 

such data through the said tool, but further analysis was needed in order to 

understand the implications of the collected data. The second paper also showed the 

drawback in using such a small wearable device as a smartwatch, since the run time 

for each trial became very limited due to the battery size.  

The data collected from the tool in the second paper was analysed in the third paper. 

The findings when exploring different methods for analysing the data was that it is 

possible to create a model that can determine how much different factors contribute 

to the biometric value of a person. What this implicates is that with a fully developed 

tool and model, it would be possible for urban and transport planners to do studies 

where they can quantitatively see how visitors of their planned areas are affected by 

their surroundings.  

However, the work in this thesis is still at an experimental stage, the indications 

given in the findings from the second and third paper show that there is a reason to 

continue the iterative process of developing both the framework, tool and analysis 

model. By doing so, it would be possible to create a solution that could be applicable 

outside of the urban and transport planning research field, as it could be interesting 

in other disciplines to understand what factors are affecting the participants of a 

study. For example, the final solution could be used for researchers in medicine to 

see how different target groups, such as dementia patients, are affected by different 

factors such as the time of day, type of day, location and type of activity. 

7 Conclusions and Future Directions 
This work has created an experimental stage solution consisting of a framework, a 

tool and a model for collecting and analysing travel data with added information such 

as contextual and biometric data. The main finding from this work is that there are 

indications for much information that can be derived from travel diaries which also 

incorporate data that would otherwise get lost when using automated data collection 

methods. There are strong indications of the possibilities to create a final solution 

based on the findings in this thesis. However, for such a solution to exist, the 

collection tool and analysis model needs to be further developed. The current state 

of solution shows that there is a lack in the amount of data that is being collected, as 

more information could have been derived given additional data dimensions. 

By utilising fully automatic data collection methods such as those described and 

developed in this thesis, it is possible to gain information from sources that would 

otherwise not be possible. There are many examples of such sources, and one of 

those is the one mentioned in the introduction, namely people with fluctuating 

cognitive skill and memory, such as dementia patients. In order to create a more 
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accessible society of the future it is important that all possible target groups are taken 

into consideration when changing the landscape of urban environments. By 

collecting and analysing information from target groups which would otherwise not 

be reachable, it would be possible to get closer to a more equal society where the 

needs and behaviour of everyone are accounted for. This work started with a goal 

which was to understand better how dementia patients are affected and if it would 

be possible to find this information using easy to use collection methods. In the end, 

it seems that the target group could be much larger since none of the components of 

neither the framework, tool nor model is specific to any target group. 

With the conclusions of this work, I believe that there is a possibility to develop 

further both the tool and the analysis model based on the framework in order to gain 

better knowledge about how travellers are affected and that these findings prove that 

there is relevant information that can be extracted using consumer-grade hardware 

without requiring any interaction from the participants, creating a less intrusive and 

more inclusive way of collecting data for everyone. 
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